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Introduction

There are explanations for single point adjustment in various 
sources in the literature [1,2]. But the calculation methods in those 
sources were complex, difficult to understand, and included long 
calculation steps but their accuracy was also low. The method we 
propose here is a shorter, more understandable and more accurate 
method.

Intersection and Resection

Two techniques commonly employed in extending horizontal 
control surveys and in setting out are intersection and resection [3-8]. 
Intersection is a method of locating a point without actually occupying 
it. In Figure 1, points A and B are stations in a control network already 
surveyed and, in order to coordinate unknown point C which lies at 
the intersection of the lines from fixed A and B points, angles α and β 
are observed. Resection is a method of locating a point by taking angle 
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observations from it to at least three known stations in a network . In 
Figure 2, in order to coordinate unknown point W can be fixed by 
observing angles α and β subtended at resection point W by control 
stations fixed D, C and L points.

Solution Of Single-Point Adjustment On Clichés

Let’s now see this single point adjustment step by step on a 
numerical application. In order to make single point adjustment on 
the clichés, first chart is arranged for all direction measurements. The 
procedures to be done to fill the chart and clichés are summarized 
below in Figure 3.

In the triangulation network in the figure, fixed points 27, 32, 
34, 39 are given with (Y, X) coordinates. The directions indicated by 
arrows were observed in the wax and given in the chart. Calculate the 
adjusted coordinates of the 133 point.

In example;
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coordinate of
A and B known

Figure 1: Intersection.

coordinate of D, C and L known

Figure 2: Resection.
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Number of measurements n=16 (number of observed directions)

Unknown number u=7 (2 coordinates + 5 orientation unknowns)

Redundancy measures f=n-u=9

 – Firstly, the station point (SP), the point of target (TP), the 
observed directions (r) columns and the bearing angle (to) 
columns calculated from the coordinates are filled.

 – Approximate coordinates (Yo, Xo) of the point to be estimated 
are required to calculate the bearing angles about the two 
point. For this purpose, the point to be estimated from the 
fixed points (Na: 32 and Nb: 39) two bearing angles.

ϕa=Zo.32 + r32-133=55.12320 + 42.40162=97.52482

ϕb=Zo.39 + r39-133=344.96144 + 36.51504=381.47648

The approximate coordinates of the point (133) to be estimated 
using the cliché are calculated in the cliché and written in the 
calculation section of the approximate coordinates in the cliché.

 – Two different ways are followed to calculate the approximate 
value (Zo) of the oriented direction unknowns belonging to 
the station points. For the calculation of Zo at fixed points, 
only the arithmetic mean of the (to-r) differences calculated 
from the directions from the fixed point to the fixed point 
is taken. At the point to be estimated (adjusted), Zo is made 
by taking the arithmetic mean of the (to-r) differences to be 
calculated from all directions. Calculated Zo values are written 
in the column they belong to in the chart.

 – The oriented direction column is calculated and filled as (α=r 
+ Zo) for the directions to the points to be estimated from the 
fixed points and the direction observations made at the point 
to be estimated.

 – The constant term (-l) column is filled by computing (-l=to - 
α) in units of [cc] for directed directions only.

Point adjustment on the cliché:

 – Approximate coordinate calculation section of the cliché was 
filled in while preparing the chart.

 – The point numbers and Y, X coordinates of all fixed points 

are written in the edge calculation section of the cliché. The 
coordinate differences and lengths of ∆Yo=Yi - Yo and ∆Xo=Xi - 
Xo from fixed points to the point to be estimated are calculated 
and written in the relevant columns.

 – In the section of establishment of correction equations; First, 
the fixed point numbers are written in order up to the double-
lined line, and for the values in the p (weight) column, they 
are filled as p=(υ-1)/υ . Here υ: number of target point at fixed 
point. The weights here are not the weights of the directions, 
but the p coefficients come to reduce the orientation unknown 
at fixed points. The direction coefficients a and b are calculated 
in the form of

a=63662 ∆Yo/So2   b=-63662 ∆Xo/So2

in [cc/dm] unit by using the values in the edge calculation section 
of the cliché and written on the lines they belong to. After the double-
lined line, the next section is filled. Again, the fixed point numbers and 
p weight values   are written as 1 this time. The pre-filled and shifted 
values are written under the b columns in the form of

a’=a - [a]/n   b’=b-[b]/n

 – l constant terms are taken from the chart and transferred to 
the cliché.

 – In the section of establishment and solution of normal 
equations; Normal equation coefficients (A, B, C, D, E and F) 
are calculated from the values in p, a, a’, b, b’, -l columns in the 
upper part of the cliché and written in their places. Unknowns 
dx, dy are found and adjusted coordinates (Y, X) are calculated 
by adding them to approximate coordinates. In the upper part 
of the cliché, using dx, dy values, a.dx, b.dy, a’.dx, b’.dy columns 
are calculated. Go to the corrections section to the right of 
the vertical double-lined part of the cliché. In this section, 
corrections for the direction observations made from fixed 
points up to the double-lined are calculated from the equation 
v=a dx + b dy -l, the corrections for the direction observations 
made from the point to be estimated point to the next section 
from the double-lined are from the equation v=a ‘dx + b’ dy -l. 
are calculated and written in their places. The weighted sum 
of squares [pvv] of all corrections is calculated and replaced. 
As a control, the value of [pvv] is also calculated from the 
equation [pvv]=F + D dx + E dy. The average error of the unit 
measure mo, the average error of the coordinates mx, my, the 
point position error mp are calculated.

 – Adjusted values section; The columns of point numbers viewed 
from the estimated point, observed direction and corrections 
are filled in (corrections were previously calculated). 
Corrections are added to the observed directions and adjusted 
directions are calculated so that the first gaze direction is zero. 
Using the adjusted coordinates of the point to be estimated, 
the adjusted bearing, adjusted lengths are calculated and 
written in the columns they belong to. In order to control 
the point adjustment made with cliché, the following control 
operations are carried out in the last calculated adjusted values 
section (Tables 1 and 2).
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Figure 3: Numerical Example.
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Stat. Point (SP) Target Point (TP) Calculated Bearing Angles to Horizontal Directions r Zo=to – r 
Zo=[to – r]/n

Oriented Directions
α=r + Zo

Const. - l=to-α (cc)

27 34 150.02786g 0.00000g 150.02786g

32 255.12274 105.09584 150.02690
133 (220.79295) 70.76351 Zo27=150.02738 g 220.79089 g +20.6

34 39 251.41693 0.00000 251.41693
27 350.02786 98.61182 251.41604

133 (301.69471) 50.28006 Zo34=251.41648 301.69654 -18.3
39 32 344.96122 0.00000 344.96122

34 51.41693 106.45528 344.96165
133 (381.47628) 36.51504 Zo39=344.96144 381.47648 -2.0

32 27 55.12274 0.00000 55.12274
39 144.96122 89.83755 55.12367

133 (97.52483) 42.40162 Zo32=55.12320 97.52482 +0.1
133 27 20.79295 0.00000 20.79295 20.79228 +6.7

34 101.69471 80.90273 20.79198 101.69501 -3.0
39 181.47628 160.68555 20.79073 181.47783 -15.5
32 297.52483 276.73136 20.79347 297.52364 +11.9

Zo133=20.79228

Table 1: Chart.

 

Approximate Coordinate                 Na = 32                              Nb= 39 
Ya = 25 496 384 Yb = 27 284 266 ∆Y=Yb-Ya=   1787.882 ϕa = 97.52482 
Xa = 21 760 503 Xb = 20 235 390 ∆X=Xb-Xa= -1525.133 ϕb = 381.47648 
M = ∆Y- ∆X.tan ϕ b 1331.15736 R = tan ϕ a – tan ϕ b 26.00675247 
Yo=Ya+M tan ϕ a / R 26812.213 Xo=Xa+M / R 21811.688 
 Distances 

Point Yi Xi ∆Yo = Yi – Yo ∆Xo = Xi – Xo 2
0

2
00 XYS ∆+∆=  

27 27320.592 23312.451 508.379 1500.763 1584.531 
34 28874.917 21756.765 2062.704 -54.923 2063.435 
39 27284.266 20235.390 472.053 -1576.298 1645.463 
32 25496.384 21760.503 -1315.829 -51.185 1316.824 

 Corrections Equations 

Point  
p=(υ-1)/υ a =63662∆Yo/So

2 
 
b = - 63662∆Xo/So

2 Const. 
- l  [cc] 

a dx b dy corrections 
v =a dx+b dy -l 

p = 1 naaa /][−=′  nbbb /][−=′  a′dx b′ dy v = a′dx+ b′ dy-l 
27 0.67 12.9 -38.1 20.6 2.27 -11.57 11.3 
34 0.67 30.8 0.8 -18.3 5.41 0.24 -12.6 
39 0.67 11.1 37.1 -2.0 1.95 11.26 11.2 
32 0.67 -48.3 1.9 0.1 -8.49 0.58 -7.8 
27 1 11.3 -38.5 6.7 1.98 -11.69 -3.0 
34 1 29.2 0.4 -3.0 5.13 0.12 2.2 
39 1 9.5 36.7 -15.5 1.67 11.14 -2.7 
32 1 -49.9 1.5 11.9 -8.17 0.46 3.6 

  Normal Equations and Solving                                                                  [pvv] = 351.72 
A: [paa] = 
5953.2605 

B: [pab] =              
-247.9327 

C: [pbb] = 
4729.1709 

D: [-pal] =             
-970.6531 

E: [-pbl] =         
-1392.4929 

F: [pll] =     
944.5895 

∆ = AC - B2 dx = (BE - CD) / ∆ dy= (BD - AE) / ∆ Y = Y0 + dy X =X0 + dx 
28092515.69 0.1757   dm 0.3036    dm 26 812.2434 21 811.7056 

[pvv]= F+Ddx+Edy mo= 3- /2n[pvv]  mx=mo. ∆/C  my=mo. ∆/A  mp= 22
yx mm +  

351.28 8.38cc 0.109    dm 0.122        dm 0.164    dm 
  Adjusted Values 
BN  Directions v cc Adjusted 

Directions 
∆Y = Yi-Y ∆X = Xi -X t = tan-1(∆Y/∆X) 

Adjust.Bearings 
22 XYS ∆+∆=  

Adjust.Lengths 
27 0.00000 -3.0 0.00000 508.3486 1600.7454 20.79202 1584.5047 
34 80.90273 2.2 80.90325 2062.6136 -54.9406 101.69528 2063.4051 
39 160.68555 -2.7 160.68558 472.0226 -1576.3156 181.47760 1645.4714 
32 276.73136 3.6 276.73202 -1315.8594 -51.2026 297.52404 1316.8553 

   n : number of fixed point (4)                       υ : number of TP at fixed point (3) 
 

Point :   133 

Y = 26 812.2434 
 

X = 21 811.7056 
 

 Calculator Controlling 

Name S. Bektaş S. Bektaş 

Date 23.12.2019 23.12.2019 

Signat.   

Table 2: Single Point Adjustments Cliché.
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Control Steps

1. The two calculated values of [pvv] must be equal within the 
limit of rounding errors.

2. The sum of corrections must be zero. This total should not be 
greater than 0.1cc due to rounding errors.

3. The angles between adjusted directions and the angles between 
adjusted bearing should be equal. The difference between the 
angle values calculated in two different ways should not be 
greater than 0.1cc.

Warning: The value of estimated point’s coordinates (133) always is 
exactly correct. But the value of [pvv] is different from its actual value. 
Because corrections are not calculated for the direction observations 
made from fixed points in the cliché. Therefore, the calculated values 
of mo, my, mx, mp are not exactly correct. The actual values that should 
be are: [pvv]=489.48, mo=7.38 cc, mx=0.096 dm, my=0.107 dm and 
mp=0.144 dm.

Conclusion

When this problem is solved in the form of mixed resection 
without performing point adjustment, there are differences smaller 
than centimetre between the coordinates of the point 133 found by 
mixed resection and the coordinates found by adjustment. Although 
this difference is easily negligible for most practical needs, it is 
necessary to adjustment it in studies that require high precision.

In this study, we will show how the single point adjustment can be 
done according to the least squares (LSQ) theory on a cliché. Moreover, 
with today’s advanced calculation tools, all geodetic problems can be 
adjusted very quickly in accordance with the error theory by means of 
appropriate software.
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